
Minutes of  Board of Management  Meeting,  November 1st,   2012. 
Held in Newbattle Community Learning Centre, 8.05PM.
       Present :-  John Ritchie, Jim Ritchie, Gordon Clayton, Caroline Crawford, Brian John, Steven Horsburgh and Chris MacKrell, Bob Wood.
Apologies :-  Laurence Reid

1. Proposed by David Aird    
Seconded by Brian John

2. MATTERS ARISING from MINUTES:     Jim pointed out that his expenses were of Board level not presenter.    Jim advised one computer not working, moved to the other computer which worked but they couldn’t print.  Chris advised, we need to “clear out” the computers. 

Jim raised about food, drinks in studio.  Board agreed an email advising presenters under no circumstances food or drinks in the studio.. No exceptions. Sticky fingers on desk NOT acceptable, nor any harshness towards the equipment. Stevie requested a de-clutter of the studio wall. 

John confirmed the Politics programme went very well with quite a few calls in.

Brian advised that 18 community radio stations are gone, only last week.  John advised that Ofcom only have 3 people in their London office to look after 200 stations. John told us about PRS and how other broadcasters are having difficulty with fees.  One particular station is willing to go to court as they are being charged for music they might not play.  

John feels we need at least £6500.00 a year to cover our overheads.  John expressed he would love to pay expenses but feels it causes problems.  Gordon and Jim agreed. Nods from the board.  

3. FINANCIAL POSITION:   Caroline advised that the letters had been given to the bank to take Colin and Sandy off the mandate.  The signatures have been updated but the statements are still going to Colin.  The bank sent an email to head office today correcting this.  Caroline advised the bank balance to today is £66

Jim asked about BT bill being so high.  Chris advised that we had 3 lines and this is where the cost is.
4. REPAIRS TO DESK:  John advised we need the desk fixed and Clyde was £2600 for new desk.  The service is nearly £700 which would give us new faders etc.  Chris advised that we could keep the desk that is there just now or pay £40 to get our old but serviced desk back.
5. SCHEDULE:  Still need Whats New presenter for Mondays.  Barry doing a good job covering but we need someone younger.

Chris will speak to Aydan regarding anyone on his course.

Graham who sits with Chris is keen to do a 30min News programme.  This is aiming for 11-midday on a Sunday.

Festive:  Christmas music can be played from Monday 12th December 2012. This applies to EVERYONE.

John advised Castle FM want to take on BDFM Hogmanay and Christmas stuff.  Other stations: Celtic and another northern station are interested too.

6. CLEANING:   Brian advised that if we put black bags out they are lifted.  Black bags are in Marys cupboard.  Hoover in the hub.   John advised for BOARD purposes only, there is a key in Johns drawer for hub and gave the password. 
7.  ADVERTISING:   Steven advised that John had asked about advertising revenue.  Steven felt that we should ask people for classified’s instead of advertising ie: 10 second ad.    £20 per week for allocation for so many ads..(1ad per day for 5days)..Board discussed and like the idea.  Chris added we must watch we don’t overshadow our main advertising. Steven advised that the Ford Garage is extremely happy with the advert.  Brian John explained to the board what he had arranged.  Brian also mentioned Craig Murphy from Peniculk has help with the jingle for Lothian Motors.  Brian advised that Craig could be recording shows with kids and sending it in to BDFM for Mondays Whats New.  Chris asked maybe we could have a school involved each week....  

8.  WORK EXPERIENCE:   John asked if Jim wanted to apply for Grant.  Jim does not wish to do this.  Jim wishes to step back from work experience at the end of next week.
9. CHRISTMAS HAMPERS:  John advised David that Derek Kelly is the contact for hampers.  Stevie H said he will see if Tesco will donate a couple of hampers.

David advised Sainsbury’s are giving one and Farm foods sent vouchers.

10. OSCR Returns 2011/12:   John advised that he would be sending the accounts to March 2012 and should OSCR not accept that he had spoken to Christine Grahame about taking it to the Scottish Government.  

11. OFFICE PC /EMAILS / INTERNET / WI-FI:   Chris advised that we have 2 broadband line. Keeping it separate will stop any damage being down to our synergy, logger etc.  Chris advised that we are unlimited access at the moment and that we send more to the internet than download.  John advised we are now double our usage.

Chris advised that studio receives from studio@blackdiamondfm.com, if you log on as presenter in the office it receives mail from presenters@blackdiamondfm.com and the 3rd computer is now news@blackdiamondfm.com .  

John asked do we need another admin computer.  Chris advised that we have 500mg of ram and feels we don’t have to rid the computer but to clear it out.

12.  PROMOTING THE STATION: Gordon advised the advertiser not printing the schedule anymore.  Caroline advised this was in hand and the new schedule will be sent next week.  

Gordon requested more car stickers.   John advised it was approx £450 for 1000 car stickers.  Chris mentioned flyers being cheaper. He has the design. 

John thinks we should promote Hairdresser of The Week – they get free advertising for a few days.   

Chris also thought that companies who put BDFM car stickers in their window and once a week we pick a shop who will receive free advertising.

Brian said the Oxfam rock gig went well.  Brian got 20 BDFM tshirts for this which cost £84.00 – this was paid by The Settlement on behalf of BDFM. 

Tuned in app is available which broadcasts BDFM.  The best way is via our website.  When we change streaming companies we need to advise companies like Tuned in so they can re-appoint us. 

Brian advised that Sky Radio are looking for people to put their stations on.
Chris advised that Geoffs 4G interview is now on the web.

15. Sales of LPs...can giveaway....or rid.  

16. A.O. C. B. 
Caroline advised the board, that there had been conversations with various board members about holding a Christmas / thank you meal.   John brought 2 restaurants to the table.  The board agreed that an email to presenters offering 2 dates and a choice of Indian or Chinese should be sent.

7. Next Meeting – Thursday  20th December,  2012  at  7.30pm. @ Newbattle Community Learning Centre
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